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The final episode of The Grand Tour has now aired. We can now ask the question, which was
better? The Grand Tour or the newly revamped version of Top Gear? Whilst it may seem
obvious that The Grand Tour won due to it being Clarkson, Hammond and May, rather than a
collection of random people vaguely related to the motor industry, its victory is not confirmed.
The Grand Tour was a good show but it still had numerous problems throughout its run. As I
mentioned in my review of the first episode of GT The Grand Tour: Return of the kings , for one
episode it was funny but for a further twelve episodes it became the hold my head in my hands
moment of asking myself how could they get this so wrong? It was a worthless segment that
wasted ten minutes of my time as they killed off various celebrities in pseudo-humorous ways.
The celebs introducing each other was the bane of my existence during the new series of Top
Gear. I would reluctantly watch as I knew what was coming each week, another ten minutes of
pain and suffering on my part. On the road test front I feel Top Gear has the advantage. The
addition of Chris Harris and Rory Reid has been fantastic. The internet has been telling us the
wonders of Harris for years and it seems the BBC has finally listened. Whilst the road tests
themselves have been fine, the replacement for The Stig in Mike Skinner is incredibly irritating.
The films have been very varied on both sides. New Top Gear on the other hand felt very
different. Whilst it felt less scripted, it also felt less fun. The films ended up just being boring,
there was no excitement either from the viewer or the presenters. So what can they do better
next time? Well, Top Gear has taken the biggest step already by letting Chris Evans go.
Although he tried hard, Evans was the worst part of the show and quickly became the biggest
thorn in the fans side. Week after week the fans would destroy Evans and rightly so, his shouty
overexcited style did not suit the show and would inevitably be his downfall. Top Gear now
seems to be listening to the fans, with Matt Leblanc a surprise success , Rory Reid and Chris
Harris now leading the show, with Sabine Schmitz and Eddie Jordan coming on for occasional
segments. Firstly I feel the show went on for too long, 12 episodes is a long series for one that
used to only be episodes at best. Fans started to fall off the show after the Christmas break. As
the bad stuff was so monumentally bad, it left fans wanting the show to die rather than succeed.
I feel The Grand Tour does come out on top as many suspected it would, but Top Gear has
already stepped its game up for the next series as the trailer suggests. Sources: Top Gear.
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was going that way anyway, maybe it accelerated it. I think that's the only conclusion to which
we can come. He was transported to Leeds General Infirmary by Air Ambulance where he spent
five weeks recovering from a brain injury. The Rimac crash came in June in a Grand Tour
segment where the trio was driving cars of the past, present and future. Mr Hammond was
behind the wheel of the concept car when he lost control and flew off the side of a hill just
metres after the finish line. He was airlifted to hospital to have a metal plate fitted after suffering
a fracture in his left knee. We learnt just because you're doing it on TV doesn't mean you're in a
big protective bubble. Richard Hammond recalls his Switzerland crash in Richard Hammond
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Tour! Richard Hammond and James May attempt to set a new British water speed record for
amphibious cars. Rated 9. Richard Hammond and James May work out that the average
motorist loses 36 days of their lives filling up with fuel. The pair vow to do something about it
using their skill and ingenuity to invent a system for filling up on the move. Jeremy Clarkson,
Richard Hammond and James May set out to prove that old Jaguars are not only stylish and
roguish but also strong and reliable with a road trip across Colorado. Jeremy Clarkson and
Richard Hammond visit some evocative old motorsport locations in Europe using a pair of
re-born s sports cars, painstakingly rebuilt by their manufacturers to the original designs. Rated
8. Clarkson and Hammond race each other the Mugello Circuit. Jeremy Clarkson decides to
make one of those Ken Block-style car skidding videos that are very popular on the internet
using an old Subaru and a suitable swathe of English farmland. His endeavours are swiftly
dismantled by Richard Hammond and James May who are on hand in the studio tent to reveal
some of the embarrassing behind-the-scenes footage. During the road trip Clarkson suddenly
pulls over due to a leg cramp while driving the 4C. Later, he challenges Hammond and May to
weigh their cars to prove that the 4C is lighter, using an improvised scale and animal carcasses
as counterweight. The presenters are set a challenge by their producer, Andy Wilman, who
wishes to show that beach buggies are poor vehicles. The presenters then travel to Barbados to

solve the problem of dying corals by dumping five car body shells into the ocean, but they lose
two cars and a fishing boat on their first attempt before they are forced out of the premises by
authorities. They manage to drop two cars into the reef site, and May is assigned to anchor
them down while Clarkson and Hammond go jet skiing. Because May injured his right arm prior
to the challenge, he bought an automatic variant. The presenters then embark on a road trip
through Northern France. The presenters travel to South Wales and set out to make the most
environmentally friendly car bodies using the platform of a Land Rover Discovery. They take an
11 mile road trip to a dirt track, where they race against three normal cars. Rated 7. What follows
is a demonstration of why some kind of script is generally a good thing. Rated 6. In this
mini-special, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May take it upon themselves to
try and end world hunger with an incredible journey across Mozambique. The three notice that
people in the coastal regions of this country are well-fed on the bountiful supplies of fish from
the ocean, while those in the interior exist on the brink of hunger. Their solution is to find a way
to transport that fish inland but, predictably, they cannot agree on the best method to do this.
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brand new car show with hundreds of cars, thousands of people, a fire spitting metal scorpion
and a squadron of jets in the California desert, plus three amazing hybrid hypercars and a
brilliant BMW. Watch with Prime. Operation Desert Stumble. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard
Hammond and James May pitch their travelling tent in Johannesburg, South Africa from where
they introduce their unusual attempts to become special forces soldiers and a test of the Aston
Martin Vulcan. Also in this show, James is forced to try something called spinning. Opera, Art
and Donuts. Also in this show, Jeremy faces the consequences of a foolish bet and Simon Pegg
is the star guest. Comedian Jimmy Carr is the celebrity guest. Morroccan Roll. Also in this
show, Hammond and May play a traditional board game using cars and Dutch band Golden
Earring are the guest stars. Happy Finnish Christmas. In the first of two special shows, Jeremy
Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are challenged to complete an epic journey across
Namibia in three beach buggies, each built to their personal spec. What starts off as a simple
determination to win an argument with their boss turns into an amazing adventure across some
of the most incredible desert scenery Africa has to offer. In the second show of a two-part
special, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are battling across Namibia in a
quest to prove that beach buggies are brilliant. Having survived the challenges of the desert, the
trio must now brace themselves for even greater hardship involving rough roads, camping,
rhino conservation and a rather unusual river crossing. Berks To The Future. The Grand Tour
tent pitches up in Stuttgart, Germany from where James May introduces a test of the highly
advanced Honda NSX, Jeremy Clarkson tries to invent a new sort of SUV, Richard Hammond
creates a machine to protect him from a future apocalypse, and the three hosts attempt to
generate electricity from everyday activities. Dumb Fight at the O. Italian Lessons. From the
shores of Loch Ness in Scotland, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May attempt
to buy used Maseratis for a bargain price and then use them to tour the drizzle flecked
landscapes of the North of France. Past v Future. Bonus 2 Bonus: Official Teaser. Get a taste of
what to expect from The Grand Tour. What could possibly go wrong? More purchase options.
Watch the official trailer and get ready for their global adventure. Customers who watched this
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now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The boys are back so is it any good. PROS :
Video quality is amazing, cars amazing, set amazing, and of course the guys are better than

ever. You can tell amazon didn't try to force them to be something there not its still the guys
being there funny entertaining self's. CONS : You will have to hold back tears during the intro
and hope no one notices you choking up over a car show. It's just that good, thanks amazon
and everyone involved in this show for keeping the guys on a roll. And on that bomb shell click
play. This is hosted by the same guys, and it's basically the same show on every level that
really matters: It's a show about cars, mixed with British comedy, and hosted by 3 bumbling
idiots. Then Amazon paid them to make this show, and they brought all the magic and
chemistry with them leaving behind a hollow, empty husk on the BBC. There's a lot of stuff they
legally can't do, but everything that's really important is here. Even some of the producers and
crew came with them, and The Grand Tour feels and looks very much like the old show. But it's
better. They guys admitted that they were kind of glad they left Top Gear, because it was
starting to get stale. This feels fresh and new: they have a bigger budget, they have fewer
restrictions, and they can try new things and take risks again. As I'm writing this there's only 1
episode available, so I'll have to wait and see how everything pans out. So far they raced the
McLaren P1, Porsche , and the Ferrari LaFerrari, they introduced their new track and new racing
driver although he feels somewhat temporary , and they have a kind of a 'news' segment. They
didn't have any guests on to talk or drive cars though, so we'll see if that changes. If you liked
Top Gear, you'll like this. If you hated Top Gear, you're either a communist or jihadi and
shouldn't be watching our western capitalist shows anyway. I will openly admit the only reason I
have purchased Amazon prime is to watch GT. Who would think a car show would make me
cheer, laugh and cry. Who would guess my girl enjoys watching this show too. The intro made
me choke a little. Pros: I love watching these three boys do what they do best; drive, criticize,
promote, whine, create, cause a little mayhem, include one educational fact per season and
endure all the humorous torture brought on by the producers. Jeremy, James and Richard have
lots of fun, play pranks on each other when it's smooth sailing and play as a team when times
are real tough. I am thoroughly entertained by these three and can never get enough. I truly love
the the specials, and my heart aches for them in the hard times and cheers for them as they
near the finish line and sometimes I hate the producers too. Those are always fun and less stale
than the episodes that are only car test drives because lets face it, all cars today lack character,
style and uniqueness. New cars are really, what is the few features car A has that car B doesn't
and is it worth the extra cash and will it fall apart today or tomorrow since they are all plastic?
Not sure this is a real con, every episode if full of something fun in addition to some test drives.
Put all three suckers in some SUV's and challenge them until one or more get stuck or break.
What can take a beating and what does it take to beat it. Maybe a off road track, road track for
road cars, off road track for off road cars. This time no halving it I have seen some pretty poor
attempts in the past Ambulance- its about the ability to get through traffic not the speed of the
vehicle. Thought the clever one, James May, would have caught that. I have been waiting for
this since I heard about it and now the boys are back! The opening was spectacular and I felt a
rush of emotions come over me as James and Richard moved along side Jeremy. From there
the show was good, but never as great as the opening. I expected some explanation and realize
that they need to explain things so we know what to expect, so I'm not disappointed. The
schtick where they teach Americans how to speak English was great. The driving good as
always. The celebrity segment was a bit labored, but still funny. The one drawback was "The
American" racing driver. I would've rather them keep the guy who tested the hypercars and let
the boys take over the subtitles to whatever they wanted. One
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thing they could add, instead of a star segment why not do a yocal in a supercar? I'll gladly
submit to be the first one to run a Porsche, Pagani, McLauren, etc. All in all, can't wait for next
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